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Abstract

QoS-Driven Scheduling of Multiple

Real-Time Nested Networks

Wonjae Jang

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

As computing power has been improved, needs of running deep learning on embed-

ded systems is appeared. Thus, hardware manufactures made embedded boards with

GPGPU: NVIDIA Jetson TK1, TX1, TX2, and AGX Xavier. Using these boards,

autonomous RC cars are developed successfully. Therefore, possibility to use these

boards on autonomous car is shown. Thus, hardware manufactures produce hardware

which are specialized on autonomous driving car: NVIDIA DRIVE PX and AGX.

Despite of hardware development for real-time systems, there is no appropriate

software for real-time deep neural network. Previous deep neural networks are not

considering real-time constraint because networks are running in the server. Devel-

opers of the network are focusing on improving the performance and reducint the

computation time. Because surround environment of autonomous driving car is al-

ways changing, inferred result of out-of-date is hard to use. Therefore, deep neural

network should have real-time constraints to apply on autonomous driving car.

In this paper, I’ll convert deep neural network to satisfy the constraint of real-

time, then I’ll propose the problem that schedules this network. For the first part,

converting method that converts deep neural network to periodic task which has real-
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time constraint is proposed. Because it could be impossible to schedule all the tasks

if number of tasks is large, the NestedNet technic is applied to adjust execution time

of each task. NestedNet has several nested level, each with its own execution time

and accuracy of inference. Basically, nested level that has the lower execution time

has lower accuracy. Therefore, a deep neural network will be converted into real-time

nested network that has a total quality calculated from period and nested level. Next,

I’ll propose the scheduling problem that maximizes the sum of total quality under

the condition that schedules several real-time nested network using single GPGPU.

keywords : Real-time Systems, Deep Learning, Nested Network, Scheduling, Cyber-

physical System, Autonomous driving car

Student Number : 2017-20845
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1 Introduction
Thanks to growth of computer technology, modern computers could use deep neural

network. Studying deep learning was just a theory, but this advance made it reality.

Nowadays lots of researchers studies about deep neural network. Through this pop-

ularity, bunch of deep neural network data sets and contests are appeared such as

ImageNet [1], Pascal VOC [2], and Microsoft COCO [3].

Interests in deep neural network is rapidly growing. Some progresses are thought

as impossible, but using deep neural network made it possible. These advances make

it more popular and are exposed to the press, such as Alphago [4]. More people

study about deep neural network more improvements are resulted. Then more people

impressed by this result. This positive feedback makes deep neural network more

popular.

Researchers want to learn and inference in mobile devices or embedded systems.

Embedded boards which has GPGPU has been appeared: NVIDIA Jetson TK1, TX1,

TX2, and AGX Xavier. However, previous deep learning neural networks are very

complex, so running on these boards needs long time to get the result. Therefore,

deep neural network needs to be shrinked. Technic which compresses the network

likes pruning have been developed [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. With this technics, network

could inference much faster than before with partial accuracy damage. According to

the progress of these researches, RC cars which include embedded boards can drive

autonomously. Therefore, some people want to implement autonomous driving car

using embedded boards. This demand results the embedded boards which include

GPGPU, connectors for sensors for UART and camera connectors, and car interfaces
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for CANS, LINS, and FlexRays. NVIDIA DRIVE PX and AGX which have the are

the results of these needs.

Recently, NestedNet, which applies single deep neural network for multiple de-

vices with different resources, has developed [12]. Existed deep neural networks

should be trained to optimize whenever the resource is changed. However, Nested-

Net has been trained nested level, so it only selects which level to run. Therefore even

if the device is changed, it runs same network with changed nested level. With this

property, scheduler could select which level to run right before the inference. With

this skill, execution time could be controlled using same trained parameter.

Previous researches of deep neural network are focused on processing collected

data. They are focused on improving network performance and reducing inference

time. Therefore, There was no reason to finish inference until sometime. However,

deep neural network is now used in autonomous car, which is cyber-physical system.

Because surround environment is always changing, inferred result from out-of-date

data is hard to use. Additionally, inferring repeatedly is needed to consider chang-

ing surround environment. Thus, deadline and period is needed to apply deep neural

network to autonomous driving car.

• I applied NestedNet to deep neural networks. Then, I extended deep neural

network to real-time task. Because deep neural network didn’t have real-time

constraints, so I have to add real-time constraints such as period, deadline with

rational reasons. It is called real-time nested network.

• I suggest that how to schedule multiple real-time deep neural network. This

scheduling should consider resource, and it should maximize sum of service
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quality. Service quality would be the function with input period and nested

level. I propose how to solve this problem considering one GPGPU.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is in section 2. Then,

extending deep neural network to real-time nested network is described in section 3.

QoS aware scheduling of real-time nested network is described in section 4. Future

work is written in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes this paper.
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2 Related Work
Nowadays, several framework deep neural network has released: Theano Develop-

ment Team proposed Theano [13], M. Abadi et al. proposed TensorFlow [14], Y.

Jia et al. proposed Caffe [15], F. Cholle proposed Keras [16], and R. Collobert et

al. proposed Torch [17]. Before release of these frameworks, deep neural network re-

searchers have to implement from the scretch. However, since then, researchers could

focus on composing model of deep neural network. Frameworks parse the model and

build the network. Then researchers could train and inference with the model using

the frameworks if they set the datasets.

One of the famous problems using convolutional neural network is image clas-

sification. Image classification problem is that classifying the image. It uses accu-

racy as metric. L. LeCun et al. proposed LeNet [18, 19], C. Szegedy et al. proposed

GoogleNet [20], and A. Krizhevsky et al. proposed AlexNet [21] to solve this prob-

lem.

There are several data sets for image classification: A. Krizhevsky et al. proposed

CIFAR-10 & CIFAR-100 [22], J. Deng et al. proposed ImageNet [1], and Y. LeCun

et al. proposed MNIST [23]. Figure 1 shows the example data of CIFAR-10. All

images in CIFAR-10 & CIFAR-100 are same resolution. For each image, it has a

label which categorized the image. Other data sets are not quite difference. ImageNet

has enormous categories and amounts, and MNIST is the image set of handwritten

numbers. Because of these data sets, researchers are free from considering reliability

of the data, and they could compare which deep neural network simply and clearly.

Additionally, ImageNet holds Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)
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Figure 1: Example images from each category in CIFAR-10

since 2010 [24].

To run deep neural network faster, how to compress deep neural network is treated

as a problem. A simple way to compress a deep neural network is pruning network

connections by sparse approximation. Han et al. [9] proposed an iterative pruning and

retraining. This approach is efficient to reduce total computation amount, but practi-

cally, it is hard to speed up because of their irregular memory access [25]. Channel

pruning technics reduce the actual number of parameters, so they have an advantage

over weight pruning in memory access [10, 11]. Layer pruning [25, 26] focuses on

removing little contribution layers.
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These approach has drawback that original network and compressed network

don’t share the parameters, so these are not compatible. If the machine that runs

deep neural network and some other applications, then sometimes it has enough re-

sources to run original network, and sometimes other programs get the greater part of

resources so that deep neural network couldn’t run full network. In this case, to get

better QoS, machine have to run compressed network. However, compressed and full

networks are not compatible, overhead of sustaining both weights or loading another

weights is existed. E. Kim et al. suggested NestedNet [12], it has several levels that

divided by how much network is compressed. Additionally, NestedNet could select

which level to run, and weights of lower level is superset of higher level.

The problem of allocating resource to multiple application to achieve a certain

Quality-of-Service (QoS) has been studied in various contexts. R. Guerin et al. stud-

ied how to allocate network packet processing capacity when bursty traffic and fi-

nite buffers [27]. D.D. Kandlur et al. proposed the problem of the establishment of

real-time communication channels. R. Rajkumar et al. proposed Q-RAM model [28],

which maximize QoS sum considering multiple resources.

About the schedulability check with non-preemptive tasks, K. Jeffay et al. pro-

posed that non-preemptive EDF is optimal for no inserted idle time and proposed

checking method of schedulability [29]. Y. Cai et al. proposed non-preemptive schedul-

ing of task set with inserted idle time is np-hard even if all tasks arrives at the same

time if list of task period is geometric sequence [30].
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3 Real-Time Modeling
Previous researches of deep neural network are focused on processing collected data.

They are focused on improving network performance and reducing inference time.

Therefore, There was no reason to finish inference until sometime. However, in the

autonomous driving car, surround environment is always change. Thus, inferred data

is hard to be used after threshold time. Moreover, inferring repeatedly is needed to

consider changed environment. These features are deadline and period.

NestedNet, shown in Figure 2, is proposed to compress the deep neural network.

Each level in NestedNet shares parameters. For example, core level is the basic pa-

rameters, and parameter of higher level includes parameter of lower level. Full level

is same as original network. Every level has the ratio that decides output depth of

convolutional layer. For example, let’s suppose output of original convolutional layer

is 128 layers. If the ratio in certain level is 1/2, then convolutional layer of this level

outputs 64 layers. If the ratio is 1/8, then it outputs 16 layers. Next, for the training

phase, original network has to minimize loss of the network. However, NestedNet has

multi-level, and each level has separate loss. E. Kim. et al., the NestedNet proposer,

proposed to minimize the average loss of each level [12].

In this section, I selected one deep neural network and made it NestedNet. Then, I

converted it to consider deadline and period, which is called real-time nested network

in this paper. Next, I measured the quality according to period and nested level.
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Figure 2: Architecture of NestedNet
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Figure 3: Architecture of Traffic Sign Classifier

3.1 Task Performance Modeling

The target which will be converted to real-time nested network is traffic sign classifier

(TSC). TSC is one of the course of Udacity’s self-driving car engineer nanodegree

program which educates the basic skills used in autonomous car including several

deep neural network [31]. A. Palazzi uploaded this course and his implementation

on github [32]. Input of the network is traffic sign image of size 32x32, and output

of the network is what the traffic sign is, so it is called traffic sign classifier. Original

architecture of the network is shown in Figure 3. I applied NestedNet on this network.

In this case, NestedNet is composed with 10 levels with the ratio [1/64, 1/32, 1/20,

1/16, 1/12, 1/8, 1/6, 1/4, 1/2, 1].

To make the network considering periodical run, let’s suppose the situation that

camera records video in front of autonomous car. At the first time that the camera

captures the traffic sign, the sign looks small. As time goes by, the sign looks larger.

Inference with clearer image makes accuracy better, so I gave the weight which is
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proportional to the pixel of the image. Captured image will be resized to input image

size (32x32) when it is larger than input image size, so the weight has upper bound.

By defining total accuracy as the probability that sum of the weight of successful

prediction is bigger than the sum of the weight of failed prediction, total accuracy

could be calculated as Problem 3.1. NL is nested level, T is period, Pixel the width

of the input image, ACCNL(Pixel) is the accuracy with NL and Pixel. Distance,

Speed, OriginalSize, and Inputmax are constants.

Problem 3.1 Calculate

TOTNL(T ) = P

(
imax∑
i=0

PACCNL (Pixeli)× (Pixeli)
2 >

1

2

imax∑
i=0

(Pixeli)
2

)

where

P
(
PACCNL (Pixel) = 1

)
= ACCNL(Pixel)

P
(
PACCNL (Pixel) = 0

)
= 1−ACCNL(Pixel)

imax =
Distance

Speed
T

Pixeli = min

(
OriginalSize

Distance− i
imax

Distance
, Inputmax

)

Problem 3.1 describes total accuracy of the TSC. However, this metric doesn’t

express where it is from. Therefore, I propose total quality Q(τ,NL, p), which is

calculated from task τ , as following equation 1.

Q(τ,NL, p) = TOTNL(p) of task τ (1)
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Table 1: Inference Time of Nested TSC

Level Core Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Inference time (ms) 3.65 4.19 4.45 4.83 5.20

Level Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 Level 9 Full

Inference time (ms) 5.61 6.00 6.43 6.76 8.59

3.2 Experiments

All experiments in this section were implemented by TensorFlow [14] on Ubuntu

16.04 and processed by Intel i7-8700 and NVIDIA GTX 1080. Inference time is

shown in Table 1, and graph between accuracy and inference time is shown in Figure

4.

With this Problem 3.1, TOTNL(T ) could be calculated. Because Accuracy of

nested level 1 is under than 1/2, TOT1(T ) goes lower if T goes more frequently. The

graph of TOTNL(T ) without NL = 1 is shown in Figure 5. TOTNL(T ) tends to be

high when inferred with higher nested level and more frequently. Figure 6 floats the

result between accuracy and utilization of the GPGPU.
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4 QoS-Driven Scheduling
In this section, I’ll discuss about scheduling several real-time nested network. Total

quality is the metric for real-time nested network. Total quality of TSC is described in

section 3. First, I’ll propose the problem of scheduling problem that schedules several

real-time nested network using single GPGPU, and maximizes sum of total quality.

Then, I’ll propose heuristic scheduling algorithm which schedules several real-time

nested network maximizing sum of total quality.

As the expression of total quality, Q(τ,NL, p), period and nested level of each

real-time nested network could be chosen. As supposing single GPGPU schedules

several real-time nested network, the problem could be described as Problem 4.1.

Problem 4.1 Determine

NLi, pi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n)

which maximizes ∑
τi∈τ

Q(τi, NLi, pi)

and schedulable in a single GPGPU

4.1 Proposed Heuristic Scheduling Algorithm

I supposed that GPGPU could schedule only one nested network at the same time.

Because GPGPU uses non-preemptive scheduling, with my assumption, the problem

is almost the same as non-preemptive periodic task except maximizing the sum of

total quality. Therefore, previous studies that checks schedulability of given task set
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could be used. K. Jeffay et al. proposed that non-preemptive EDF is optimal for no

inserted idle time and proposed checking method of schedulability and schedulability

check is written in Theorem 4.1 [29]. Y. Cai et al. proposed non-preemptive schedul-

ing of K-nary task set with inserted idle time is np-hard even if all tasks arrives at

the same time [30]. K-nary task set is that list of the period is geometric sequence

when sorted into the period. It means allowing inserted idle time makes the problem

np-hard. Thus, inserted idle time is not considered in this problem.

Theorem 4.1 (From K. Jeffay et al. [29]) Let τp = {T1, T2, · · · , Tn}, where Ti =

(ci, pi), be a set of periodic tasks sorted in non-decreasing order by period (i.e., for

any pair of tasks Ti and Tj , if i > j, then pi ≥ pj). If τp is schedulable iff

(1)
∑n

i=1
ci
pi
≤ 1,

(2) ∀i, 1 < i ≤ n; ∀L, p1 < L < pi:

L ≥ ci +
i−1∑
j=1

⌊
L− 1

pj

⌋
cj .

I propose the heuristic algorithm that solves Problem 4.1. This algorithm could be

divided into two steps: reducing the searching area and selecting the solution. First,

the algorithm reduces the searching area by selecting maximum total quality from

each utilization. Then, it removes the point which breaks the convex curve when

draw the line according to the points. Then, it selects only convex frontier. Detail

algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. This idea that selects convex frontier is from

Q-RAM problem [28].
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm of Selecting Convex Curve
Data: U : (E, P , Q) Set

Result: Uc: Convex Curve of (E, P , Q) Set

Sort U according to increasing order of E/P ;

U={u0, u1, · · · , un};

Set Uc = {}; j=0; lj=0;

while j ≥ 0 do

Uc = Uc ∪ {uj};

lj=j; j=-1; Max = -1;

forall i > lj do

if
qi−qlj

ei/pi−elj /plj
> Max then

j = i;

Max =
qi−qlj

ei/pi−elj /plj
;

end

end

end

return Uc

Second, selecting the solution is performed. To schedule τ1, τ2, · · · , τn in sin-

gle GPGPU, my heuristic algorithm initially picks each task which has the lowest

utilization of each τi. Then, it selects a task will be replaced with next task which

has one step higher utilization and has the highest gradient of increasing quality over

increasing utilization. If the task set replaced with selected task is schedulable using

Theorem 4.1 then replace it. Repeat this until next replacement makes it not schedu-
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lable. This step is described in Algorithm 2

Algorithm 2: Algorithm of Heuristic Search

Data: τi={t1i , t2i , · · · , t
mi
i }, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n

Result: Sum of Total Quality

Suppose τi is sorted by increasing order of utilization;

tji = (eji , p
j
i , q

j
i ); result = 0;

l1 = l2 = · · · = ln = 1;

Sτ = {tl11 , t
l2
2 , · · · , tlnn };

while Sτ is schedulable do

Pτ = Sτ ;

select i that maximizes q
li+1
i −qlii

e
li+1
i /p

li+1
i −elii /p

li
i

from 1, 2 · · · , n;

li = li + 1;

Sτ = {tl11 , t
l2
2 , · · · , tlnn };

end

return sum of qji of Pτ

4.2 Experiments

The experiment is performed same environment in section 3. First, I generated 10

random set of accuracy and inference time of nested network according to nested

level and input image size. Accuracy of each nested network is more accurate when

the nested level is higher and the input image size is larger. With same technic in

section 3, I calculated total quality of each real-time nested network. Figure 7 shows

the several types of real-time nested network. There is a line which converges to 0
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because the original accuracy is less than 0.5 and repeating it. With this result, lower

nested level is efficient when it has no enough time to infer several times, and higher

level is better when it has enough time.

The sum of total quality is as Figure 8. Max is the maximum sum of total quality

whether schedulable or not. Obviously, upper bound of the sum of total quality that

could be schedulable is better, but the time of finding the upper bound needs more

than 190 years with single core CPU. Random is that average of random selection

which could be scheduled. I performed random 10 times and each result is drawn

in Figure 8, and the average of random is calculated. Worst is the minimum sum of

total quality of each real-time nested network. Proposed algorithm nears 95% of max

sum of quality. With the random algorithm, it nears 61%. Thus, Proposed heuristic

algorithm has good performance with short calculation time.
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Figure 8: Sum of Total Quality of Each Scheduling Mechanism

5 Future Work
In the section 3, only TSC is successfully converted to real-time nested network and

profiled. However, there are several famous convolutional neural networks such as

object detection and object tracking. Selecting specific deep neural network from

each area, and extending it to real-time nested network could be conducted. Because

each object detection and object tracking has 2 mertic to profile the network, propos-

ing new metric for total quality could be performed. Moreover, analyzing the charac-

teristics of each converted real-time nested network could be studied.

In the section 4, I proposed the problem to maximize sum of total quality in single

GPGPU. Extending to multiple GPGPU could be studied in the future. Moreover,

real-time nested network is restricted to certain nested level in this paper. However,

nested level could be changed after each inference, so the problem could be extended

20



to maximize sum of total quality considering changeable nested level. Nowadays,

multiple kernels could be calculated in single GPGPU at the same time. Therefore,

studying the condition of concurrent inference and applying it to proposed problem

could be studied.
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6 Conclusion
In the first part of this paper, traffic sign classifier that could be used in autonomous

driving car is surveyed. Then, traffic sign classifier is converted to NestedNet. Be-

cause autonomous driving car goes forward, the target image size of each periodic

inference is considered. This includes the period and deadling of each inference.

With this, traffic sign classifier is converted to real-time nested network. Then, I pro-

posed metric of real-time nested network as total quality when the network inferred

periodically. With the experiment, total quality of traffic sign classifier network is

measured.

In the next part of this paper, scheduling problem that maximize sum of quality

of several real-time nested network using single GPGPU is proposed. With the as-

sumption, the GPGPU infers only one network at the same time and the scheduling is

non-preemptive. Checking schedulability of non-preemptive periodic tasks with no

idle time is already studied. Using the result of the study, I proposed the heuristic

algorithm which maximizes sum of total quality.
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Abstract

컴퓨터의성능이향상되면서딥러닝네트워크를임베디드보드에서돌

리고자 하는 요구가 등장하였다. NVIDIA를 비롯한 하드웨어 제조사들은

Jetson TK1, TX1, TX2, AGX Xavier 등의 GPGPU를 포함한 임베디드 보

드를 제작하였고, 이는 소형 RC카 등에서 성공적으로 딥러닝을 이용하여

자율주행을 하는 보드로써 성공적으로 자리를 잡게 되었다. RC카에서의

자율주행이 성공적으로 되자 실제 차량에서도 자율주행을 하고자 하는 연

구들이 진행되었고, 하드웨어 제조사들은 이에 대응하는 차량용 인터페이

스를탑재한 NVIDIA DRIVE PX, AGX같은보드를생산하게되었다.

자율주행등의실시간시스템에서사용하는하드웨어플랫폼이개발되

었음에도,실시간제약조건을만족하는딥러닝네트워크의개발은만족스

럽지못하다.기존에개발된네트워크들은서버에서돌리는것을가정하고

있기에 성능을 향상시키거나 수행시간을 감소시키는 것에 초점을 두고 있

기에실시간제약조건을고려하고있지않다.자율주행차량의주변환경은

실시간으로바뀌고있기때문에일정시간이전의데이터로결과를낼경우

사용하기가어렵고,동일한네트워크를반복적으로수행하여야한다.따라

서실시간제약조건을갖는딥러닝네트워크들의필요성이대두되었다.

본 논문에서는 기존에 연구된 딥 러닝 네트워크를 실시간 제약조건을

만족하는 네트워크로 변형하고, 이를 스케줄링하는 문제를 제안하고자 한

다. 먼저, 실시간 제약조건을 만족하는 네트워크로 변형하는 부분에서는

딥러닝네트워크를실시간제약조건을만족하도록특정주기를갖고반복

적으로 수행하는 태스크로 변형을 할 것이다. 또한, 하나의 하드웨어에서

다양한태스크를수행하게된다면,스케줄링이불가능한경우가올수도있

다.따라서,딥러닝네트워크가하나의학습된데이터를가지고데드라인이

임박하여정확도가감소하더라도수행시간을짧게하거나충분한데드라인

을가지고있어기존네트워크와동일한시간과정확도를갖게예측을할지
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지정할수있는중첩네트워크기술을적용할것이다.따라서,하나의딥러

닝 네트워크는 수행되는 주기, 중첩 단계에 따른 품질을 갖는 실시간 중첩

네트워크로변환이될것이다.다음으로이를다중코어 CPU,다중 GPGPU

를 가진 환경에서 이러한 실시간 중첩 네트워크들을 품질의 합이 최대가

되도록 하는 스케줄링 문제를 제시하고, 문제를 단순화시켜 단일 GPGPU

를사용하는환경하에서주기및중첩단계를조절하여 QoS를최대화하는

문제를해결하였다.

주요어 :실시간시스템,딥러닝,중첩네트워크,스케쥴링,사이버물리

시스템,자율주행자동차

학번 : 2017-20845
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